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our vision
The main goal of a developer is to focus on the crea�on a
successful project whilst managing a number of tasks in order to
launch. For a developer to deploy a contract, set up a number of
fully func�onal bots can be �me consuming and inefficient. We
have found the solu�on to this problem by crea�ng an
ecosystem of bots with specific func�ons that speed up the
process of launching a project and eliminates unnecessary steps
required.

It is �me to innovate this space. KØDE is not only focused on
crea�ng one u�lity, our vision is to create a full ecosystem to
support new developers, whilst rewarding $KØDE holders at the
same �me.
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the ecosystem
On top of a web-based token creator and LP-locker. We will also
be releasing a series of bots to help project owners create and
launch a sustainable project. Below is a detailed introduc�on to
our ecosystem.
KØDE Token factory

Token factory is our revolu�onary telegram bot which is able to
deploy a contract in less than a minute. The main purpose of this
is being able to op�mize the efficiency of crea�ng tokens on
EVM compa�ble smart-chains. A�er a KYC submission has been
approved, a one-�me payment in $KØDE will unlock the
func�onality of our token factory telegram bot. Within the
telegram bot, people are able to launch their own token with a
custom contract layout, name, �cker, taxes and supply
KØDE Locker

Locker bot will be integrated into our KØDE ecosystem as
addi�on to give developers the op�on to lock liquidity for their
desired �me with the safety of investors in mind to give
reassurance to the community.
KØDE Buy

KØDE buy will be the buy bot of our ecosystem, a�er crea�ng a
token using the token factory bot, this will automa�cally be
connected to the blockchain, scanning for new buys, and pos�ng
these into your desired telegram group. This will reduce the need
of manual interven�on when se�ng up a buybot.
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the ecosystem cont'd

KØDE Admin

KØDE Admin will be the support bot within the ecosystem.
Following token crea�on this admin will serve as your assistant in
the main chat. There is no more need for se�ng up filters
manually. A�er crea�ng your token with the token factory bot,
KØDE admin will automa�cally be integrated into your desired
telegram group with predefined chat filters such as /ca, /chart, /
taxes and other key filters. Other commands will be simple to
setup and use to make it as seamless as possible for developers
to focus on managing the project and building a strong
community.
KØDE Guard

KØDE Guard will be the protector of the ecosystem, which will
also automa�cally be added to the dedicated telegram group.
The purpose of this bot is to manage and handle unnecessary
bot a�acks and spam messages from external sources.
KØDE Raid

KØDE Raid will act as a raid leader, sending in tweets and
telegram groups to raid automa�cally throughout the day,
providing the community with clear direc�on to remain ac�ve
which will help increase the exposure of the project.
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the benefits
Holders

Project owners and developers using our products will be
required to pay in $KØDE tokens of which the receiving contract
address will automa�cally burn these tokens from supply,
therefore bringing benefit to the chart and holders ul�mately
increasing the price of the token.

Project owners

KØDE will become a developers One Stop Shop for bots to
create a fully func�onal project effortlessly, giving owners more
�me to focus on other areas. Using the KØDE ecosystem, this
will also add a more unified structure amongst the bot admins in
the telegram group.
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pricing
Our price plans will be available in two op�ons giving flexibility
and choice for anyone wan�ng to use our products.

Single bot plan

This plan will consist of a single bot purchase for developers who
only require one of ours bots that we have to offer in our
ecosystem. One specified wallet address will have access to
unlimited use per purchase. The price of this plan is $100, paid in
$KØDE tokens.

Full bot package plan

This package will provide access to all bots in the ecosystem and
is a one-off payment per wallet to gain full access. The price of
this plan is $300, paid in $KØDE tokens.
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tokenomics
Total Supply: 10,000,000 KØDE
Tax:

6% for purchases.
6% for sells.

The buy and sell fees collected will be used for mul�ple
purposes. This will include the following: Development of our
u�li�es, marke�ng, buybacks, adding to liquidity and general
running costs of the project.
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links
Blockchain Links
Contract:

h�ps://etherscan.io/token/
0x250050acd30e382a39b00f2d172058160050a9e4
Ownership Renounced:

h�ps://etherscan.io/tx/
0x2a2e159d85e373180d3eaa41eec0495d282a45de415e596e1
a19fe397d3d1946

Social Links:

Twitter:

h�ps://twi�er.com/K0deErc
Website:

h�ps://K0de.io
Telegram:

h�ps://t.me/K0deERC
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